
Structural Downbeat Plan 
 

 
 
Much of what’s needed is included in the study guide / worksheet.  This is all based on 
David Epstein’s treatment of the movement in Beyond Orpheus. 
 
To contextualize this, I talk about issues in performing a long movement – so many 
cadences, so many significant formal events – how do you give the movement a coherent 
overall shape?  How do you decide which arrivals to make a really big deal out of, and 
which to allow be way stations on the way to something bigger?  Because if they’re all 
extremely important, then none will stand out, and effectively none will be all that 
important. 
 
As a concrete example of a structural downbeat at the end of the class before we work on 
the Brahms, I like the end of Sibelius 5; in the Karajan recording with Berlin, I’ll start 
around 5:45 of the final movement, to set up the final section at 6:18; I’ll then play to the 
end, for the structural downbeat at 8:11.  If you use an example like this, do mention that 
they can be much gentler in character, as all the ones in the Brahms are. 
 
Assignment: 
Work through the study guide. 
 
Class plan: 
 
Basically, just work through the study guide.  I’ll often find that in an hour twenty or so 
I’ll get about up to the coda, sometimes only through the start of the recap (which is 
almost the same thing in terms of time, given how close the recap is to the exposition), 
and then continue in part of a second class meeting. 
 
Lots to talk about at the start, especially harmony and hypermeter.  Sometimes varying 
perceptions of hypermeter, good to consider implications of bass and horns separately.  I 
end up encouraging them to hear the horns as the guide to hypermeter, with the cellos as 
basses strangely offset.  I also like to “fix” the opening, so both start together. 
 

What is the harmony at the start?  Is it really I in root position?  Or some kind of 
6/4?  If so which kind?  On paper, seems possible it could be a cadential 6/4 – can 
you hear it that way?  (Some diff versions at the piano can help with exploring 
this possibility) 
 
Upshot – with strangely ambiguous opening, no structural downbeat – mildly 
surprising given how many symphonies start with a solid one – Beethoven 8 for 
example 
 

[A] has a nice one, second theme a very gentle one if at all, interesting to discuss reasons 
for this, third theme no, great example of metrical dissonance, how it comes out of the 



displaced 3 in a group of 5’s that interacts in a funny way with the stumbling return to 
notated meter.  Closing no because of harmony, end of expo again undercut, very clearly 
in first ending (which is rarely performed, youtube has live Bernstein with Vienna which 
takes first ending) but arguably also in second. 
 
Recap, very close to exposition after start, so main thing is moment of recap itself – nice 
example of disguised recap in Brahms, have them find opening motive in trb, observe 
how opening and [A] are made simultaneous in a way that takes away the structural 
downbeat that there was at [A].  Harmony makes cad 6/4 more hearable – do they find it 
hearable?  (With some groups, nice to point out that major returns over 6/4 kind of a 
romantic tic…)   
 
Often class ends after considering start of coda, which is a good place to pause and take 
stock in any case. 
 
 So far, here’s the structural downbeat count: 
  
 Take-it-to-the-bank exx: 
  Only [A] in the exposition 
  
 Marginal if at all: 
  Second theme both expo and recap 
  End of expo in second ending 
 
Coda is motivated in part by deceptive resolution; surely at some point we’ll get another 
good structural downbeat! 
 
Then wonderful moment in coda where we do, gentle but unmistakable.  Have them 
compare this with opening, how funny offset relationship between bass and melody is 
“fixed” here.  Brahms has us wait a long time for this, it’s a moment to really savor. 
 
Finally, the move to emphasized scale-degree 5 in the bass and to a more marked 
rhythmic character sets up the expectation of another, bangier structural downbeat – chart 
how this expectation is foiled and how the movement ends. 
 


